Visiting Story Time at the Inglewood Library

When I visit the Inglewood library for Story Time I will go into the library and remember to talk quietly using my inside voice. If we are early I can go into the children’s area and find some books or play with a puzzle. Sometimes if the library is busy it can be very loud. There may be other children there that forget to talk quietly using their inside voice but I will try to talk quietly even if a baby cries.

When it is time for stories I can go into the story room, get a mat from the stack that is against the wall. I can find a place to put my mat and sit down. Other children will be there and we will do breathing and stretching exercises together and then listen to stories. When it is time for Clifford, the red dog puppet, to come out and sing, I will try to remember the number one rule “no grabbing Clifford.” At the end of the program I can make a craft and have some goldfish crackers if that is I want to do. After I finish my craft and eat my goldfish, I will try to remember to throw away my cup and put my mat back on the stack.

After the program I can go into the other room at the library and find books and movies. If I have any trouble the librarian can help me find things. I can check out books and movies if I want and then get in the car for the ride home.